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TAKEUCHI INTRODUCES TB225 COMPACT HYDRAULIC
EXCAVATOR
Takeuchi Japan: Takeuchi an innovative global leader in compact equipment has launched
the TB225 compact hydraulic excavator. Sharing the same design concept of the popular
TB230, TB240, and TB260. The TB225 is a 2.3t offering that will meet the needs of a wide
range of customers including general contractors, landscapers, utility contractors, and the
rental industry.
With a machine weight of 2,325 kg, a dig depth of 2,455 mm, maximum reach of 4,255 mm and
a bucket breakout force of 19.3 kN, the TB225 provides excellent working range and
performance. Additionally, the TB225 is powered by a 16.5 kW engine, and does not require
any additional exhaust after-treatment system.
The operator’s station is spacious and features an automotive styled interior with a multiinformational display to keep the operator informed of machine health and condition. A cab
option is available with heat and defrost that will provide year round operator comfort in varying
climates and conditions.
The large opening rear engine hood allows easy access to daily and routine maintenance
points, while the right side access panel provides excellent access to the battery, hydraulic tank
and fuel fill. The TB225 comes standard with an automatic fuel bleed system and a retractable
track frame that ranges from 1,100 mm to 1,500 mm.
For more information on the TB225 or on any Takeuchi excavator or track loader, visit
www.takeuchiglobal.com.
About Takeuchi
Takeuchi is an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer of an extensive line of compact track loaders
and compact excavators. Founded in 1963, Takeuchi has led the way in new product
development and introduced the world’s first compact excavator in 1971. In 1986, Takeuchi
developed and launched the first compact rubber track loader that was ideal for the rough
terrain operations, another world first. These two products have transformed the global
construction equipment market.
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